C5 Legacy cot components list:

- A: Castor wheel x4
- B: 70mm hex bolt x12
- C: Allen key x1
- D: Guide pin x4
- E: Cot Ends x2
- F: Fixed side x1
- G: Drop side x1
- H: Cap nut and bolt set x8
- I: Insert Sleeve x4

Any problems??..... phone our service team on 0508 476 932 for assistance.
1. Place the fixed side (F) against one end (E) and secure using 2 x 70mm bolts (B). TIP: To make it easier, rest one end of the fixed side on the ground while you screw them together.

2. Secure the other end on to the fixed side also. Do not tighten bolts at this stage.

3. From outside of the cot, lift up the back base rail and insert 70mm bolt (B) into bottom hole on both ends, leaving front rail of base resting on the floor.

4. From the front of the cot, lift base up and insert 70mm bolt into each end. Place all other 70mm bolts (B) into remaining holes in the base at each end. Do not tighten at this stage.

5. Using a phillips head screw driver, insert and tighten 2 guide pins (D) in each end.
Align dropside (G) onto guide pins (D) at one end first and then the other end.
Slide side down and screw in the two locking bolts (I)

Tighten all bolts and fit castor wheels if desired.

SAFETY STANDARDS
Grotime cots are independently tested by an approved laboratory.
Every design passes COT SAFETY STANDARD AS/NZ 2172 2003

MATTRESS
Required mattress size for this cot is 1300 x 690 x 130mm.
Order code: M28 Std innerspring or M18 Deluxe innerspring with removable cover.
Make sure that you have the correct size mattress. There must not be more than 20mm gap between the mattress edge and the cot side (on each side).

OUR INNOVATIVE 4 IN 1 DESIGN. Assemble your 4 in 1 cot in different ways.
1) Bassinette: have the base situated in the upper level. Replace blanking bolts and nuts to cover up holes used.
2) Cot Level: Place the base in the lower level using the blanking bolts and caps to plug up the unused upper holes.
3) Day bed / Sofa: Remove the dropside G with the base at the lower level to create a little day/bed sofa. Throw some cushions along the back for comfort and style.
4) Junior Bed: Remove the dropside G and the fixed side F with the base at the lower level to create a junior bed for your growing child.
Helps to promote cot to bed transition.

How to activate the safety dropside:
1) With your hands on the top rail, lift side up slightly
2) Push bottom rail with your leg to disengage the lock while sliding the side down to the open position.
3) To raise the dropside, simply pull side upwards until it clicks into place
Practice using this a few times so you get to know the system.
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